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YEAR IN REVIEW
Welcome to the 2019 Alaska Sea Grant annual report.
Resilience was a theme in 2019–we saw dramatic changes
to Alaskan coastal ecosystems and are working closely
with communities to inform the science and strategies
needed to adapt to these changes.
Alaska Sea Grant Marine Advisory Program serves
residents of coastal Alaska with trainings, business
consultations and workforce development opportunities.
We expanded our efforts in the emerging seaweed
farming industry in Alaska. Our Unalaska agent, Melissa
Good, is partnering with the Aleutians East Borough to
start a pilot seaweed farm in Sand Point in the Aleutian
Island Chain.
Marilyn Sigman, Alaska Sea Grant’s education specialist,
was awarded an Alaska Ocean Leadership Award in
marine science outreach. The award recognizes Sigman
and Alaska Sea Grant’s K–12 STEM (science, technology,
engineering and math) Alaska Seas and Watersheds
education program. Sigman retired this year after 10 years
of service.
As Alaska’s Arctic transforms due to climate change, our
agent in Nome, Gay Sheffield, has stayed busy collecting

samples of seabirds and marine mammals, and acting as a
bridge between federal agencies and local communities.
Sheffield co-authored an op-ed in the New York Times
about the increasing presence of harmful algal blooms in
the Bering and Chukchi Seas and how this threatens food
security and ecosystem health.
National Sea Grant conducted a site review of Alaska Sea
Grant in April, and concluded that our program meets
or exceeds expectations in all four strategic focus areas
and implemented successful programs that positively
impact issues of community and economic importance
across the state’s expansive coastal area. They highlighted
programmatic budget cuts and personnel losses resulting
from decreased state funding and made suggestions for a
structural review to guide the future.
Alaska Sea Grant continued the state fellowship program,
funded research on marine resources, coastal hazards,
ocean acidification, salmon resilience and more, and
provided valuable training for graduate students.
We are pleased to highlight our activities from the past
year. We hope you enjoy the report.
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HEALTHY COASTAL ECOSYSTEMS

Confronting ecosystem
shifts in Alaska’s Arctic
Warming air and ocean temperatures are ushering in ecosystem-wide changes
to Alaska’s Arctic. As temperatures rise, the loss of sea ice is eliminating a thermal
barrier that once separated two marine ecosystems, the Chukchi Sea north of the
Seward Peninsula, and the northern Bering Sea to the south. With record loss of sea
ice triggering food security, public health, economic and cultural threats, Nomebased Marine Advisory agent Gay Sheffield is helping residents of the Bering Strait
region confront these challenges.
Ice-free ocean conditions and warming sea temperatures have contributed to
emaciated animals, significant shifts in the ranges of some fish and invertebrate
species, and increasing harmful algal blooms, among other troubling trends.
Sheffield has collected samples from ice seals, walruses and bowhead whales. She
has worked with researchers at the North Slope Borough Department of Wildlife
Management and NOAA Fisheries to uncover the presence of saxitoxin, a poison
that attacks the nervous system and can cause death.
Recently, Sheffield responded to a regional multispecies die-off of seabirds and
collected samples from carcasses, which again tested positive for saxitoxin. Sheffield
also worked with researchers from Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution and
NOAA Fisheries, and after analyzing seawater and invertebrate samples published a
bulletin to alert the public about saxitoxin discovered in clams.
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New Bering Sea ecosystem
plan incorporates local and
traditional knowledge

The North Pacific Fishery Management Council adopted a groundbreaking
fisheries ecosystem plan for the Bering Sea that incorporates local and
traditional knowledge. Alaska Sea Grant coastal community resilience
specialist Davin Holen was appointed by the council to assist in writing the
subsistence and local and traditional knowledge sections of the plan. Holen
also provided expertise on how to more effectively include subsistence and
traditional and local knowledge into fisheries management.
It’s one of the first times that local and traditional knowledge has been
formally incorporated in the regional council’s management plan for
fisheries.
The North Pacific Fishery Management Council is one of eight councils
responsible for managing the nation’s coastal fisheries. The council has used
an ecosystem approach for years but has recently improved it by including
climate change impacts and local and traditional knowledge.
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Samples detect minute levels of Fukushima contamination
Residents of Saint Lawrence Island, in coordination
with Alaska Sea Grant and Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution, recently detected low levels of
contamination in the Bering Sea from the Fukushima
Dai-ichi nuclear disaster.
In March 2011, a tsunami damaged the Japanese
nuclear power plant, sending unprecedented levels of
radioactive materials into the Pacific Ocean. Based on
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their understanding of ocean currents, Saint Lawrence
Island residents anticipated that Fukushima-related
contamination would eventually reach the Bering Sea.
Resident Eddie Ungot collected samples for several
years and sent them to Gay Sheffield, Alaska Sea Grant’s
Marine Advisory agent in Nome, who shipped them to
Woods Hole.

The level of cesium-137 measured in the 2018 seawater
sample was found to be 2.4 becquerels per cubic meter
(Bq/m3). That’s above pre-accident levels, but still
thousands of times lower than what the EPA considers
unsafe for drinking.

“We need to know if our marine mammals that we hunt
are catching some of this stuff or not,” he said.
Read more at http://bit.ly/2QIEcLf.

While the Bering Sea test results do not suggest a
health concern, Ungott said he hopes more testing will
be carried out.
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Training volunteers to respond to whale entanglements
When whales get entangled in fishing gear or other marine debris, attempting a rescue is a potentially life-threatening
mission that requires trained specialists. With whale entanglements on the rise worldwide, it’s becoming an ever-more
pressing need.
Alaska Sea Grant’s Ketchikan agent Gary Freitag teamed with NOAA’s Ed Lyman, a large-whale entanglement response
coordinator, to train 13 volunteers to respond to whale entanglements. Participants included biologists, University of
Alaska Southeast staff, and other members of the local community.
“It is not about trying to save every whale. One, we won’t be able to do that considering we don’t find them all—they
are big needles in a bigger haystack—and two, conditions and resources don’t always allow a response,” Lyman said.
“Instead, our primary objective is gaining information in order to reduce the threat in the long run. This helps the animals,
but also the fishermen when the debris involves fishing gear.”
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Research and response for future oil spills
Alaska Sea Grant with other Sea Grant programs addressed how communities can
anticipate, plan for and build resiliency around oil spills. The reports are the product
of regional workshops in Anchorage, Alaska; Virginia Beach, Virginia; Santa Barbara,
California; and Mobile and Bayou La Batre, Alabama.
The Sea Grant Oil Spill Science Center and the Gulf Research Program of the National
Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine started the workshops in 2018. The
goal was to identify regional needs for improving community preparedness for public
health, social disruption, and the economic impact in the event of an oil spill.
The most pressing concern expressed by Alaska attendees at the Anchorage workshop
was greater inclusion of the public in research and response efforts, particularly
residents of communities most likely to be directly impacted by an oil spill. In
addition, this communication and inclusion needs to occur in culturally appropriate
and meaningful ways, the report finds. Increased collaboration will help researchers
understand the subsistence way of life in Alaska and the value of local and traditional
knowledge.
“Residents of coastal Alaska feel a sense of urgency in being prepared for industrial
accidents such as oil spills due to the dramatic changes that are impacting their way
of life,” said Davin Holen, who wrote the Alaska report. “This is especially evident in
the Bering and Chukchi Seas as sea ice dramatically retreats due to climate change,
bringing with it new opportunities for ship traffic and oil and gas exploration.”
More information and a link to the report can be found at http://bit.ly/2OyrOLl.
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Bering strait, image taken by MISR satellite. http://www-misr.jpl.nasa.gov

Raising awareness about algal toxins in
the Bering Strait region
Health care professionals and the public attended a two-day workshop in
Nome last July to learn about the growing threat from algal toxins.
More than 40 people participated in the workshop, which was jointly
sponsored by the Alaska Ocean Observing System, the U.S. Arctic Research
Commission, NOAA, and Alaska Sea Grant.
The first part of the workshop was geared toward the general public and
community of the Bering Strait region. Presenters covered the basics of algal
toxins; changing environmental conditions in the Bering Strait; algal toxins
and their effects on humans and marine resources such as shellfish, seabirds,
and marine mammals; and how the Bering Strait and western Alaska are
responding to algal toxins showing up in marine life.
Two group discussions focused on public health and harmful algal bloom
response and communication.
On the second day, healthcare professionals and others learned about human
health risks from algal toxins and appropriate medical responses to paralytic
shellfish poisoning and botulism.
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RESILIENT COMMUNITIES AND ECONOMIES

Video explores ocean acidification research
Oceans are roughly 30 percent more acidic than they were during the Industrial
Revolution some 200 years ago. Northern waters, like those around Alaska, are
particularly susceptible to acidification because cold water can absorb more carbon
dioxide.
That’s why Alaska’s high latitude seas will likely see greater effects of ocean acidification
sooner than areas farther south. The chemistry is well understood, but how this process
will affect fish and other marine resources is a pressing issue for Alaska. Given Alaska’s
multi-billion-dollar seafood industry and the state’s reliance on fish, marine mammals,
shellfish and other ocean products for subsistence and recreation, the risks to Alaskans
from ocean acidification are profound.
Alaska Sea Grant has produced a video featuring the research of University of Alaska
Fairbanks assistant professor Amanda Kelley.
Kelley is a leading researcher on the effects of ocean acidification in Alaska, and Alaska
Sea Grant is funding her research studying how shellfish react under potential future
ocean conditions. The video also showcases the growing role of Alaska Native tribes in
monitoring seawater for ocean acidification levels.
The video is available on Alaska Sea Grant’s YouTube channel at https://bit.ly/35Mp5VX.
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Helping tribal citizens prepare for climate change
In Southeast Alaska’s panhandle, wild salmon, berries, clams, herring, halibut, yellow cedar and
other species important for subsistence, cash and culture are at risk due to a changing climate.
That’s according to a 2019 report from Central Council of Tlingit and Haida Indian Tribes of
Alaska, a federally recognized tribe that serves 20 villages and communities stretching over
43,000 square miles.
The 53-page report, which Alaska Sea Grant helped prepare, is a climate change adaptation plan.
It’s a roadmap for prioritizing, monitoring and responding to threats stemming from warming
air and ocean temperatures, caused by increasing levels of greenhouse gases trapped in the
atmosphere.
“Indigenous people are among the hardest hit by climate change,” said Kenneth Weitzel, the
report’s chief author.
Alaska Natives have unique challenges because the effects of climate change in Alaska are more
extreme compared to southern latitudes, and because indigenous Alaskans rely on wild plants
and animals for nutrition and culture.
The report outlines steps that tribal members can take to increase their resilience in the face
of climate change, including adopting a more active voice in the regulatory and management
processes followed by the Alaska Board of Fish, NOAA Fisheries and other government agencies.
“This is a living document. It’s based on the best available science to date, but it will no doubt
evolve as more data become available,” said Davin Holen, coastal community resilience specialist
with Alaska Sea Grant.
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“

“

Indigenous people are
among the hardest hit
by climate change.
—Kenneth Weitzel,
the report’s chief author

.
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New educational resources
added to Adapt Alaska website
Adapt Alaska provides a synthesis of changes to the
landscape, ocean, and climate in Alaska. The AdaptAlaska.
org website provides innovative resilience and adaptation
tools that communities in the North can put to use and
includes stories about Alaskans meeting shared
adaptation challenges.
Alaska Sea Grant and partners recently expanded the
scope of the Adapt Alaska website. A section was added
to provide K–12 and community educators with a curated
collection of educational resources from Sea Grant, NOAA
and others, relevant to various Alaska regions. Partners
from across the state met with 25 teachers to discuss how
to effectively use place-based monitoring and citizen
science in their curriculum. Adapt Alaska was provided
as an example, and the website offers the curriculum for
teachers to use in their classrooms.
Alaska Sea Grant and other project collaborators have
raised awareness of Adapt Alaska through presentations
statewide and nationally.
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Planning for
man-made disasters
Alaska’s Cook Inlet region has long been important
for oil and gas exploration and was impacted by
the 1989 Exxon Valdez oil spill. At the same time,
commercial fishing in the region has sustained
local economies and residents have harvested
abundant salmon and other marine resources for
consumption.
To help first responders, industry, and others
plan for a man-made disaster, Alaska Sea Grant
contributed to a coastal community vulnerability
index for Cook Inlet. The effort adds human
dimensions GIS data to visualize subsistence
hunting, fishing and gathering information that
can be superimposed with additional data layers
displaying contaminants, vessel traffic, harmful
algae blooms, ocean acidification and more. The
tool helps communities understand changing
ocean conditions, plan oil and gas activities, and
respond to industrial accidents.
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Partnering to protect the public from PSP
Paralytic shellfish poisoning (PSP) continues to be a significant concern in Alaska, where
many residents harvest clams, mussels and other bivalves for food and recreation. As
ocean temperatures warm and harmful algal blooms become increasingly problematic,
PSP is a growing risk, particularly in the Kodiak region, which is one of the statewide
hotspots.
Julie Matweyou, Marine Advisory agent based in Kodiak, has been working with the
communities of Old Harbor and Ouzinkie to develop and maintain a community-based
shellfish monitoring program for butter clams, a popular species with subsistence
harvesters.
Matweyou shared results at the Alaska Forum on the Environment on research to
evaluate paralytic shellfish toxins in butter clams and the effect of cleaning methods
used by Kodiak harvesters. While there was high variability among samples, when
harvesters discarded tissues they deemed inedible using common cleaning methods,
on average, overall clam toxicity declined. But while removing certain tissues in butter
clams can reduce exposure to PSP, unsafe toxin levels still remained in edible tissues.
Work in this direction continues, with the goal of providing guidance to help reduce
PSP risk in southwest Alaska.
The Alutiiq Tribe of Old Harbor, Sun’aq Tribe of Kodiak and the Kodiak Area Native
Association assisted with the research and will be continuing to work with Alaska Sea
Grant to address PSP concerns.
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SUSTAINABLE FISHERIES AND AQUACULTURE
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Aleutians region to see first seaweed farm
Alaska Sea Grant has been awarded federal funds to help develop aquaculture projects in
Alaska and to work with partners on regional and national priorities. It’s part of $16 million in
aquaculture funding from National Sea Grant that will fund 42 collaborative projects across the
country.
Alaska Sea Grant and the Aleutians East Borough will partner on a project to launch a pilot
seaweed farm near Sand Point on the Alaska Peninsula, with a $99,800 grant. Melissa Good,
Alaska Sea Grant’s Marine Advisory agent in Unalaska, will lead the project in coordination with
Charlotte Levy of the Aleutians East Borough. Community members and high school students will
receive training to help set up and run the farm.
“This could be a valuable off-season opportunity for our fishermen to have supplemental income,”
said Levy, natural resource assistant director for the Aleutians East Borough.
The region includes thousands of miles of pristine coastline and is ideal for kelp farming. It
has naturally occurring kelp, a workforce with transferable skills and equipment, existing
infrastructure and proximity to processing facilities, Levy said.
“Sand Point will be the first location, but other potential farm sites will be considered in
communities like Akutan and False Pass,” said Good.
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New booklet aims to improve boatyard safety
Building, repairing and maintaining vessels can be hazardous work. The rate of injury and illness on ships and in
boatyards is more than double those of construction and general industries.
Alaska Sea Grant has produced a new publication aimed at
making boatyards safer by explaining the risks and identifying
best practices that boat owners and builders, boatyard employees,
technicians and others can follow to protect themselves.
“Boatyard Hazards – Tips for Protecting Worker Safety and Health”
is an easy-to-read, 16-page resource with information on
• who the regulatory authorities are who oversee boatyard
safety and health,
• how to conduct a hazard analysis and draft a set of best
practices,
• how to identify types of injury and health risks associated
with boatyard work, and
• preventive measures for a range of risks.
The manual was written by Terry Johnson, retired Alaska Sea Grant
Marine Advisory agent and emeritus professor at the University of
Alaska Fairbanks, and is available free from the Alaska Sea Grant
website.
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Using fungi to curb marine debris
A University of Alaska Anchorage researcher working on
the problem of ocean pollution is exploring ways that
fungi might help.
Philippe Amstislavski, associate professor of public
health at the University of Alaska Anchorage, is using
mushrooms to create a biodegradable material that
can serve as an environmentally-friendly alternative
to traditional synthetic materials used in insulation,
shipping containers and other applications.

Alaska Sea Grant helped measure the material’s thermal
properties at the Kodiak Seafood and Marine Science
Center, a research facility operated by the UAF College of
Fisheries and Ocean Sciences.
Chris Sannito, Alaska Sea Grant’s seafood technology
specialist, also coordinated commercial shipping trials
for the material. One of the products Amstislavski
created is a lightweight packaging material that can
replace Styrofoam cartons. He is now working with a
partner on commercializing the product.
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Reaching deals on Pacific salmon

Salmon management can be contentious. The wild oceangoing fish don’t
apply for visas when crossing international boundaries. But treaties can
help broker deals among people and countries that depend upon them for
livelihoods and sustenance.
Ketchikan-based Marine Advisory agent Gary Freitag assists with this
process as an active member of the Chinook Technical Committee of the
Pacific Salmon Commission.
The commission is an international organization of Canada and the United
States, resulting from the 1985 signing of the Pacific Salmon Treaty. It gives
both countries a forum through which to resolve cooperative salmon
management issues.
The Chinook Technical Committee provides yearly reports on catches,
harvest rate indices, estimates of incidental mortality, and exploitation and
escapement rates, among other things.
Recently Freitag helped develop data used to set harvest levels of Chinook
salmon for the western coasts of the U.S. and Canada. He also was on the
team that reviewed and approved a new model and calibration procedure
used to calculate the salmon’s abundance.
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Finding a better way to grow
and harvest seaweed
Alaska Sea Grant is continuing a collaboration with Blue
Evolution, a California-based company that grows and
harvests Alaska-grown seaweed, on research to develop
cost-effective cultivation methods for several native
species.
Seaweed farming is a growing, multibillion-dollar
industry worldwide and presents a new economic
opportunity for coastal Alaska.
During spring 2019 in waters off Kodiak Island, Blue
Evolution conducted what it described as the largest
commercial harvest of Alaska seaweed to date. The
company works with local farmers in Kodiak and
produces seed from wild seaweed plants to grow them
into kelp starts at the Alaska Fisheries Science Center
Kodiak Laboratory. The farmers then plant seeded string
onto longlines in late fall and cultivate the crops during
winter. Harvest takes place in spring.
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Studying salmon in a changing landscape
From coastal shores to inland mountains, salmon are part of the fabric of Alaska. Salmon
have been harvested by Alaska Natives for thousands of years and remain a critical part of the
state’s commercial, recreational and subsistence fisheries.
In Southeast Alaska, climatologists are predicting increasing air temperatures and rainfall, and
decreasing snow—changes that will affect freshwater salmon habitat.
Alaska Sea Grant-funded research is assessing how the impacts of climate change on
Southeast Alaska rivers and streams may affect salmon productivity.
The team is modeling changes in two key habitat characteristics—stream flow and water
temperature—to understand how climate change may affect freshwater salmon life cycles.
The project is a collaboration between researchers with the U.S. Geological Survey/Alaska
Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Research Unit, UAF Institute of Arctic Biology, UAF College of
Fisheries and Ocean Sciences, Alaska Sea Grant, U.S. Forest Service/Pacific Northwest Research
Station, Southeast Alaska Watershed Coalition, Tongass National Forest, Southeast Alaska Fish
Habitat Partnership, Chichagof Conservation Council, Sitka Tribe of Alaska, Central Council
of Tlingit and Haida Indian Tribes of Alaska, and National Park Service/Southeast Alaska
Inventory and Monitoring Network. The project is supporting the work of UAF Fisheries PhD
student Chris Sergeant.
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Exploring the potential of weathervane scallops in mariculture
Mariculture in Alaska centers mainly around oysters. Kelp, blue mussels and geoduck clams are also farmed, but
on a smaller scale. Many Alaskans, including members of the governor’s mariculture task force, want to boost this
fledgling industry to diversify the state’s economy, and researchers are trying to help develop alternative species for
ocean farmers.
One of the species being examined is the weathervane scallop, also known as the giant Pacific scallop or
Patinopecten caurinus.
“We as a scientific community know very little about weathervane scallops,” said Diana Perry, who recently
completed her one-year Alaska Sea Grant State Fellowship working at NOAA Fisheries in Juneau.
Under the supervision of fisheries biologist Kristin Cieciel, Perry studied weathervane reproduction and population
structure. “I’ve been working with the Alaska Department of Fish and Game to do a growth-rate study, because at
this point we don’t even know at what rate they grow. We wanted to find out whether weathervanes, or scallops in
general, have the potential to bring aquaculture diversity to farms in Alaska,” said Perry. “It’s still a work in progress.”
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Why are spot shrimp declining?

Northern spot shrimp are important in Alaska for commercial, sport and
subsistence fishing. But in Alaska’s southeast panhandle, their population is
declining for reasons that are not clear.
In the Juneau area, the spot shrimp fishery has been closed to sport and
personal use since 2013 due to low abundance. Could warmer and more
acidic ocean waters be a factor in the decline?
With funding from Alaska Sea Grant, Sherry Tamone at the University of
Alaska Southeast and Jamie Musbach at the University of Alaska Fairbanks are
hoping to answer that question. Tamone, a biology professor, and Musbach,
a graduate student, are based in Juneau. Their research project examines the
early life history and physiology of the shrimp and how climate change may
be affecting them.
“Many communities are interested in the health of this species. Survey data
from the Alaska Department of Fish and Game tell us that populations in
Southeast Alaska are dropping. There is not that much published or known
about shrimp physiology specifically in Alaska,” said Tamone.

ENVIRONMENTAL LITERACY AND
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT
32

Making waves with kelp
Wild salmon, king crab and halibut are hallmarks of Alaska cuisine. But another
ocean product is increasingly making its way onto store shelves and dinner plates—
bull kelp. The salty and crisp sea vegetable is packed with vitamins and nutrients
such as calcium, iodine and iron.
Barnacle Foods, a small yet growing company in Juneau, is harvesting kelp from
local waters and turning it into tasty foods such as salsa, pickles and seasonings.
To sell food commercially in Alaska, permits are needed to ensure products are safe
to eat. As Barnacle Foods developed its award-winning product line, the company
turned to Alaska Sea Grant for food safety testing and approval to determine the
salsas and other items passed muster. Alaska Sea Grant is one of the state’s process
authorities, able to officially certify the safety of food production.
“We make sure they’re following established scientific schedules. We test a final
product to make sure the levels we’re looking at in the lab are the same as in their
facility,” said Chris Sannito, Alaska Sea Grant seafood technology specialist.
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Marine educator wins awards
Our marine education specialist Marilyn Sigman, who
retired recently, took home an Alaska Ocean Leadership
Award at the Alaska Marine Gala in Anchorage in March
2019.
The awards are given by the Alaska SeaLife Center
across five categories. Sigman won for marine science
outreach, awarded to “a person, team or organization
that has made an outstanding contribution to ocean
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literacy via formal or informal education, media, or other
communications about Alaska’s ecosystems.”
The award is sponsored by the Alaska Ocean Observing
System.
“Marilyn is well deserving of this leadership award. The
award calls attention to her many contributions to
marine science outreach and her work interpreting

science research for the public. Her leadership and
contributions to ocean science literacy are also in
the formal sector through her curriculum work with
schools from southeast to arctic Alaska,” said Peggy
Cowan, retired North Slope Borough School District
superintendent, longtime Alaska educator and former
Alaska Sea Grant advisory committee member.
Sigman was an associate professor at the University
of Alaska Fairbanks, College of Fisheries and Ocean
Sciences, and served as marine education specialist

at Alaska Sea Grant since 2009. She is also a published
author.
“The curriculum models she’s developed are unequaled
in the state and are an example for applying Next
Generation Science Standards nationally. This groundbreaking work has never been more needed. As an
author, her recent book Entangled: People and Ecological
Change in Kachemak Bay is a capstone project and a
stellar example of her ability to synthesize science for a
broader audience,” Cowan said.
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Blue Starr Oyster Co. debuts new oyster nursery system
An oyster farmer on Prince of Wales Island deployed
a new piece of equipment last summer to expand his
business. He hopes the design will prove useful to
other aquatic farmers and help to expand the growing
mariculture industry in Alaska.
It’s a 53-foot aluminum floating upweller system, called
a FLUPSY. The equipment helps to address the growing
need for baby oysters in Alaskan oyster farms.
It works by moving fresh seawater filled with plankton
into troughs containing maturing oysters while pushing
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old water out. Although a few other farmers in Alaska
have FLUPSYs, Eric Wyatt’s design is not only unique, it
could also set a new standard for other farmers to follow.
Alaska Sea Grant Marine Advisory agent Gary Freitag
assisted in launching the new FLUPSY last summer.
“This has the potential to expand the oyster farming
industry in Alaska. It provides substantially more
planktonic food to the oysters during the farming
operation, which will accelerate growth,” Freitag said.

Bristol Bay students learn
lessons in state politics
Alaska Sea Grant Dillingham agent, commercial
fisherman and diesel mechanic Gabe Dunham,
together with University of Alaska Fairbanks
emeritus professor Mike Davis, taught a class
called “Fisheries and the Legislative Process,”
which provides first-hand experience in the
legislative process to Bristol Bay students.
The class is offered annually by the University of
Alaska Fairbanks’ Bristol Bay campus. The students
travel to Juneau and meet with lawmakers, the
governor and state officials, and learn to advocate
on behalf of their communities and fisheries.
The students this year were from the western
Alaska towns and villages of Igiugig, Dillingham,
King Salmon, Togiak and Manokotak, and ranged
in age from 22 to 74. The class included a diversity
of community members, including city council
and borough assembly members, commercial
fishermen, a tribal clerk, and others.
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Alaska Sea Grant State Fellowship Class of 2018

Nyssa Baechler Russell

Diana Perry

U.S. Geological Survey

NOAA Auke Bay Lab

Alicia Schuler

NOAA Fisheries Alaska Region,
Protected Resources Division
38

Kayla Schommer

Alaska Ocean Observing System

Marguerite Tibbles

North Pacific Research Board

Knauss Marine
Policy Fellowship

Alaska Sea Grant research fellows

Amanda Blackburn MS oceanography

Application of Seafloor Geology to Benthic Habitat Research

Ellen Chenoweth PhD fisheries (graduated)

Recovering Humpback Whales and the Future of Alaska’s
Hatcheries, Fisheries and Coastal Communities

Jesse Coleman PhD fisheries

Graying of the Fleet in Alaska’s Fisheries: Defining
the Problem and Assessing Alternatives

Douglas Duncan MS fisheries

Amy Kirkland

U.S. Senator Lisa Murkowski’s
Office, Knauss Marine Policy
Legislative Fellow

Navigating the Predator Gauntlet: Impacts of Nearshore Marine Fishes
on Hatchery and Wild Juvenile Salmon in Southeast Alaska

Kristopher Ford MS civil engineering

Arctic Risk Management Network: Linking Regional Practitioners and Researchers
to Improve Mitigation Through Participatory Action Research by Community
Monitors about Erosion, Surges, and Nearshore Sea Ice Loss as Mutual Priorities

Jesse Gordon MS fisheries

Integrating Local Ecological Knowledge and Survey Data to Improve
Assessment and Management of Rockfishes in Alaska

Sonia Ibarra PhD fisheries

Sustainability of Coastal Communities and Sea Otters:
Harvest and Future Management of Sea Otters
(cont.)
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Alaska Sea Grant research fellows (cont.)

Jillian Jablonski MS interdisciplinary

Wesley Strasburger PhD fisheries

Jamie Musbach MS fisheries

Ann Thomson MS fisheries

Incorporating Environmental Change in Planning for
Healthy Coastal Ecosystems and Economies
Metabolic and Growth Physiology of Early Life History Stages
of the Northern Spot Shrimp, Pandalus platyceros

Wendel Raymond PhD fisheries

Sustainability of Coastal Communities and Sea Otters:
Harvest and Future Management of Sea Otters

Marta Ree MS fisheries (graduated)

Exploring Linkages Between Marine and Freshwater Ecosystems
to Predict Sockeye Salmon Responses to Climate Change and
to Inform Enhancement Options on Kodiak Island, Alaska

Ashley Rossin PhD marine biology

Potential for Resilience – Examining the Effects of
Ocean Acidification on Native Alaskan Bivalves

Alicia Schuler MS fisheries (graduated)
Assessing the Costs and Benefits of Whale Watching in Juneau, Alaska

Chris Sergeant PhD fisheries

Assessing the Resilience of Southeast Alaskan Salmon
to a Shifting Freshwater Environment
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Environmental Covariates of Young of the Year Sablefish
Growth and Recruitment in the Gulf of Alaska
Applied Research for a New Seaweed Aquaculture Industry in Alaska

Brian Ulaski MS marine biology

Kelp Reproduction and Harvest Rebound in Kachemak Bay, Alaska

Jordan Watson PhD fisheries (graduated)

Capturing Spatial Behaviors of Observed and Unobserved
Fishing Over Time Using Vessel Monitoring System Data

ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Chair: Lea Klingert, President, Commercial Fishing and Agriculture Bank
Assistant Chair: Jeff Kauffman, Vice President, Central Bering Sea Fishermen’s Association

Barb Amarok, Director, University of
Alaska Fairbanks Northwest Campus

James Balsiger, Alaska Regional Administrator,

Hazel Nelson, Board of Directors, Bristol Bay Native Corporation
Kris Norosz, Petersburg

NOAA National Marine Fisheries Service

Amanda Painter, Operations Manager, Allen Marine Tours

Kaja Brix, Arctic Program Director, NOAA Fisheries
Alaska Region (Alternate for James Balsiger)

Dave Reggiani, Aquaculture Expert, Prince
William Sound Aquaculture Corporation

Diana Evans, Deputy Director, North

Ralph Samuels, Vice President of Government and

Pacific Fishery Management Council

Community Relations, Princess Cruises/Holland America

Nicole Kimball, Vice President, Pacific
Seafood Processors Association

Milan Shipka, Acting Director, Agriculture,
Natural Resources and Extension, UAF

Scott Lindsey, Acting Regional Director,

Chris Siddon, Marine Fisheries Scientist,

NOAA National Weather Service

Alaska Department of Fish and Game

Molly McCammon, Executive Director,

Alaska Ocean Observing System

Greg Siekaniec, Regional Director for
Alaska, US Fish and Wildlife Service

Vera Metcalf, Director, Eskimo Walrus

Dee Williams, Deputy Regional Director, US Geological Survey

Commission at Kawerak, Inc.
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ALASKA SEA GRANT BY THE NUMBERS
Expenditures

Operating
OperatingRevenue
Revenue

Expenditures

1% 2%

3,249

K-12 students educated
in marine science

166

187

7%

Businesses
sustained or created

K-12 educators trained

16%

21%

21%

ASG Core Funds (Federal and
ASG core funds (federal and match)
Match)
University
of Alaska
Funds
University
of Alaska
funds

178

Fishermen/
processors trained

Grants
Grants
Donations (cash and in-kind)
Donations (cash and in-kind)
Program income

121
Jobs sustained or created

17
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6,098
Publications distributed

Outreach, Education and
Communications
Outreach, education and
Research and student fellowships

communications

State and Knauss Fellowships

Research and student fellowships

Program Development

State and Knauss fellowships

Program Management

Program development
Program management

Operating Revenue, Year 4 Omnibus

Expenditures

ASG core funds (federal
and match)

$2,629,934

Outreach, education &
communications

$2,111,325

University of Alaska funds

$983,128

Research and student
fellowships

$797,189

Grants

$1,009,903

State and Knauss fellowships

$266,740

Donations (cash and in-kind)

$65,200

Program development

$27,907

Program income

$101,799

Program management

$630,588

(partial FY18)

Graduate students
worked on Alaska Sea
Grant–funded research

55%

55%
21%

Program Administration

Ginny Eckert

Acting Director,
Associate Director of
Research

Dave Partee

Communications Specialist and
Web and Database Developer

Julie Matweyou

Marine Advisory Agent,
Kodiak

Marine Advisory Program

Tara Borland

Program Manager

Davin Holen

MAP Program Leader and
Coastal Community
Resilience Specialist,
Anchorage

Beverly Bradley

Marine Advisory Program
Coordinator

Jared Jeffery

Fiscal Coordinator

Gabe Dunham

Marine Advisory Agent,
Dillingham

Quentin Fong

Seafood Marketing Specialist,
Kodiak

Communications

Paula Dobbyn

Gary Freitag

Dawn Montano

Melissa Good

Communications Manager

Communications Specialist

Marine Advisory Agent,
Ketchikan

Marine Advisory Agent,
Unalaska

Sunny Rice

Marine Advisory Agent,
Petersburg

Chris Sannito

Seafood Technology
Specialist, Kodiak

Gay Sheffield

Marine Advisory Agent,
Nome

Jerry Dzugan, Affiliate
Alexandra Oliveira, Affiliate
Susan Sugai, Affiliate
Chuck Crapo, Emeritus
Paula Cullenberg, Emeritus
Dolly Garza, Emeritus
Terry Johnson, Emeritus
Donald Kramer, Emeritus
Brian Paust, Emeritus
Ray RaLonde, Emeritus
Kate Wynne, Emeritus
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